
  
Mental meandering by SOLAR historian 

We will dig into our archives and ponder on the past and present minutia of our club….. 

Welcome to Mike’s mad mad world of run on sentences and mental meandering …… vol. 3 

Non-Archive Commentary - Real Life 

Just a few words on why real life is better.  

Yea, we all love computers and they make our reach into things much easier, view pictures from Nepal, research why the 
bank account is so low and so much more.  

We may not see it, but not all the world is connected or wired or linked by smart cell phone towers, it is actually one of the 
things I like about getting out and away from my work a day world. As an appreciator of such and recently at our last real life 
membership meeting I had an insight that all folks are not electronically connected.  

I was asked for physical maps and advice. We reviewed a trip that though close to home seems like a world away, in that 
discussion we played out options and advice, not only by trip member but also other club members.  

The internet seems almost everywhere now, but a lot of folks in reality have to take a trip to the library or coffee shop to get 
connected to the internet possibly the smart phone is the only link. It is sometimes inconvenient, as is coming to our 
monthly SOLAR meetings but this real life interaction gives us time to meet, greet and help out our club friends and make 
new ones.  

Archive and know your history. Computers are a cool tool. Real life, real people are better….help out your SOLAR friends by 
stopping in and saying hello, get involved in real life.  

Just Who Are These Folks 

 

 



While looking through old issues of the Ray, which I highly recommend to get ideas on where to go and what to see, I got 
into 1997. I notice and realized there were numerous articles authored by Jim Gilfix and Lester Mok. Jim is still active and 
Lester offered learning opportunities and has moved back to Hong Kong. 

Jim only a few short years ago (20) was leading trips to Rock Glen to hunt for fossils (a trip he recently revived), rode 
elephants and bedecked balloons bountifully on club members, he still regularly a welcome sight and balloon artist at SOLAR 
events and meetings 

Lester was all about passing on and inspiring folks to learn about the primitive arts, living closer to the heartbeat of the 
earth, finding, using and sustaining by making equipment and tools, harvesting and moving through the wild world a bit 
further than the established trails, prepackaged food and weatherproof gear. This approach making us more skilled not only 
in the good times but also more adapt at dealing with the adverse. He often had bushwhacking trips, low miles through trail-
less regions to see sites untrammeled by the masses and to slow down and reconnect. Great skills if you’re lost or not… 

 

Just who are these folks, they are SOLAR members who like the rest of us want to be social, learn and inspire. They brought 
what they know to the club and shared it. Our club dependent on members for activities and learning opportunities ebbs and 
flows with popularity of the times has seen rise, decline and often return of such diverse things as mountain climbing, cave 
exploring, water sports, biking and so much more, it is because of what we bring to the party, just who are these folks, you 
are, we are……. 

A location to discover 

I found a vacation location in the Ray which I hope to rediscover, Elora Gorge and Rattlesnake conservation areas in Ontario, 
Canada. I am including a picture snippet here to inspire you all with a taste of what you might find when you re-read our 
archived issues and get you thinking  about getting out there as well (hopefully a 2018 trip for me)…..now that we have the 
internet, I will get on to researching (more on that theme later)…… 



 

 


